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Rizzoli Universe Int. Pub Okt 2010, 2010. Taschenbuch. Condition: Neu. Neuware - Fresh perspectives
on how good design can create stylish yet ecologically sound living spaces in small-scale homes.
Anyone who has faced the challenges of limited living space will find inspiration in this survey of the
latest trends in environmentally sensitive, small-scale residential designs. More than fifty residential
spaces are profiled-from woodsy houses and repurposed barns to cool apartments and urban lofts-
both inside and out. Most of the projects were designed by up-and-coming architects, and each
design proves that small-scale efficiency as well as beautiful, thoughtful design can overcome the
apparent constraints of a small setting. Environmental impact is a growing concern, so each
project was chosen because of its ecological sensitivity. Each case history describes the challenges
confronting the designer and the solutions. Creating color schemes to enhance the feeling of
openness, taking advantage of high ceilings to make multiple levels, and using collapsible furniture
and sliding doors to maximize space are some of the design solutions that can be applied in any
situation. Filled with beautiful color photographs and helpful floorplans, this book is a remarkable
showcase of how good design can transform any small space into...
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Merely no words and phrases to spell out. It is actually writter in basic words and phrases instead of di icult to understand. Your way of life span will
probably be enhance as soon as you complete reading this article ebook.
-- La ur en Q uitz on-- La ur en Q uitz on

This pdf is fantastic. It is really basic but excitement from the fi y percent in the book. Your lifestyle span will be change as soon as you full reading this
publication.
-- Yola nda  Nicola s-- Yola nda  Nicola s
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